SPIE Policy: Immediate Open Access
with Voluntary Payment of Page Charges

Typical Open Access Programs
of Other Journals

• Authors who choose to support SPIE journals by paying
modest page charges receive immediate “Gold” open
access for their articles.
• Authors may publish in SPIE journals without paying
page charges. These articles will not be open access.
• Review articles—always open access.

• Most open access journals require authors or their
institutions to pay article publication charges.

Open Access Fee

• Voluntary Page Charges:
$100 per 2-column published page
$60 per 1-column published page

• $1,000 or more for Letters and short articles
• $1,500 - $3,000 for full-length articles

Timing of Article
Publication

• Open access articles are published after they are copyedited
and typeset, and SPIE recieves the license. SPIE
trusts authors to pay page charges when they
commit to doing so.

• Publication occurs after article preparation and payment
of article publication charges.

Timing of Article
Becoming Open Access

• Immediately upon online publication

• Immediately upon online publication

Copyright

• Creative Commons attribution license1 (CC-BY) is
used when authors pay page charges; authors retain
copyright. This is considered “Gold” Open Access.

• Policies vary; many journals require transfer of copyright
and limit sharing and redistribution.

Copyediting

• All SPIE journal articles are copyedited to ensure that
language is clear, citations accurate, and figures and text
are in agreement.2

• Policies vary from none to full copyediting. Some journals
make this the author’s responsibility.

Typesetting

• All SPIE journal articles are typeset to reduce effort
required from authors in preparing articles and to optimize
their presentation.

• Some journals publish author-prepared files; others
typeset. Those that publish articles upon acceptance
do not typically typeset.

Open Access Policy

• Author-choice open access is usually expensive,
and the articles are not highly visible.

1

See http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ for details on this license.

2

If poor English language usage prevents understanding, SPIE will return the manuscript to the author for editing prior to peer review.

